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Large Δη

 The ridge in A+A collisions is understood to be a 

manifestation of collective flow.

 Try to further our understanding of the origin of 

the pp ridge

 Does it arise from collective (hydro) behavior?

 Or is it driven by semi-hard processes? Perhaps 

related to gluon saturation.

 If latter, then actively selecting/rejecting events 

with semi-hard processes (low-pT jets) should 

enhance/weaken the ridge.

 Is there any dependence of the ridge on the impact 

parameter of the pp collision? 

 Study the dependence of ridge on the presence 

of a high Q2 process.

The ridge in pp collisions
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pp ridge



Event classes
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 NoJet: Analysis performed on events that do not 

have a �� >10 GeV jet. 

 Event sample dominated by soft processes

 AllEvents: Reject tracks within η ≤ 1 of any 

reconstructed jet with �� >10 GeV. 

 Combination of the WithJet and NoJet classes.

 Inclusive: Standard pp ridge analysis: no jet-based 

selection of events and no rejection of jet-

associated tracks

 WithJet: Analysis performed on events that have a jet with pT>10 GeV, but with tracks within η ≤ 1

of the jet axis removed. Sample dominated by events having a semi-hard process
ATLAS Collaboration

ATLAS-CONF-2020-018



v2 in different event classes: multiplicity dependence
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 Single-particle anisotropies extracted from the correlations using the ATLAS template-fit 

procedure: Phys. Rev. C 96 (2017) 024908

 Left panel : v2 in the four different event classes vs event multiplicity.

 Right panel : ratio to the Inclusive case

 Only a marginal reduction observed in the v2 for the AllEvents and NoJet cases

ATLAS Collaboration

ATLAS-CONF-2020-018



v3 and v4 : multiplicity dependence
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Plots for higher order 

harmonics v3 and v4

The values for the NoJet

and AllEvents cases are 

similar to the inclusive

case as well. ~10% 

difference (except at low 

multiplicity), but with 

significant uncertainties

The WithJet case is not 

shown here due to large 

statistical uncertainties

ATLAS-CONF-2020-018
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• Plots shows the pT differential v2 values for the different cases.

• Up to pT =3 GeV all the AllEvents and NoJet cases have values similar to the Inclusive case.

• The WithJet case also consistent but with much larger statistical uncertainties.

• At higher pT some significant differences are seen, but the AllEvents and NoJet cases are 

consistent with each other. 

• Indicates that the Inclusive case has some bias at higher pT : which is reduced when removing 

tracks associated with jets.

v2 in different event classes: pT dependence
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v3 and v4 : pT dependence
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Up to pT =3 GeV the AllEvents

and NoJet cases have values 

similar to the Inclusive case for 

v3 and v4 as well.

The low-pT vn are not affected 

by presence/absence of jets!

At higher pT large deviations 

seen for v3. The values for the 

inclusive case are much higher, 

indicating that the high-pT v3 in 

Inclusive events arises from 

jet-bias effects



Ridge in events with low- to high-pT jets
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ALICE Collaboration

arXiv:2101.03110

 ALICE measurements of dependence of ridge on: 

 pT of leading jet in event (top)

 pT leading particle in event (bottom).

 Ridge yield quantified by integrated yield under near-side peak.

Plots show Per Trigger Yields:

number of Associated particles per 

Trigger particle.



Dependence of ridge yield on pT of leading-jet/particle
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ALICE Collaboration

arXiv:2101.03110

 Slight increase in the ridge yield observed with increasing leading-jet/particle pT.

 Note that no non-flow subtraction is performed in this measurement.

 Ridge yield is significant even in events with small leading-jet/particle pT .



v2 in Z-boson tagged pp events (multiplicity dependence) 10

 Can constrain smaller impact parameter indirectly: by requiring the presence of a hard scattering, 

for example presence of a Z-boson.

 Use high-luminosity pp data at 8 and 13 TeV

 The pp-v2 in Z-boson tagged events shows slight increase rather than a decrease!

ATLAS Collaboration

Eur. Phys. J. C 80 (2020) 64
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Eur. Phys. J. C 80 (2020) 64



Summary 12

 Multiple recent measurements investigate features of the pp ridge.

 ATLAS measured v2-v4 in pp collisions when rejecting tracks in the vicinity of low-pT jets

 The pT-integrated v2 only decreases marginally (2-5%) when rejecting the jet associated tracks.

 No significant change for pT<3 GeV: low-pT vn not affected by presence/absence of jets. 

 ALICE measured ridge yields in high-multiplicity pp events, as function of leading-jet/particle pT.

 Significant ridge signal observed in events with small threshold on leading jet pT.

 ALICE does notice a increase in ridge strength with increasing leading-jet pT.

 ATLAS also measured v2 in pp events tagged with a Z-boson.

 Studies impact-parameter dependence of ridge.

 No significant modification observed.

 ATLAS also measured HF v2 in pp events.

 cµ v2 consistent with inclusive hadrons, bµ v2 consistent with zero.


